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Temple Run is one of the most popular games in the history of Android. Almost everyone has tried the game before. Even if you love the mechanics, the game can get boring due to its repetitive nature. The good news is that there are other options. Here are the best games like Temple Run for Android! Temple Run is an endless runner. We have even more endless runner games
related just below! Alto's Odyssey and Alto's AdventurePrice: Free playAlto Odyssey and Alto's Adventure are two of the best 2D half-scrolling runners on Google Play. They both feature beautiful, background quality terrain, simple mechanics, lots of unlockable content and arcade fun that comes with games like Temple Run. The two newer ones are Alto Odyssey. It adds a bit
more content from the first game, including a fun screenshot feature if you really don't want to play the game as a backdrop. There are in-app purchases in both games, but they are almost exclusively cosmetic products and do not affect game play. In fact, in an interview, developers say they're making their money from ads anyway. Bendy in Nightmare RunPrice: Free playBendy
in Nightmare Run is one of the most unique games like Temple Run. The camera is facing the runner so there would be a little more exciting. Plus, the black-and-white look and old time animation style harkens back to the golden era of animation. The whole package is quite unique compared to the most endless runner-style games. The game also has boss fights, unlockable
themes and four game worlds. There are even merchandise links to the game if you want a t-shirt or something. It's a positive experience and one of the newest games like Temple Run in the play store. Crossy RoadPrice: Free playCrossy Road is one of the most popular runners in the Play Store. You guide the chicken over busy roads, streams, and other obstacles. It's a simple
game, but it's actually quite fun. Those who played Frogger back in the day should recognize a lot of mechanics. Players can unlock other playable characters from the coins they earn as well. To top it all off, the game features local and online multiplayer as well as Android TV support. It doesn't look like a Temple Run, but it's still a great runner. Into the Dead 2Price: Free to play
Into the Dead 2 is the latest iteration of the popular zombie running franchise. You run through a horde of zombies for as long as possible. The game contains several endings, seven chapters, 60 stages, various weapons and even dog friends. This one is a little more violent than most Temple Run games. It's still a lot of fun. The game is free for in-app purchases. Fortunately, the
freer elements are not so bad. Jetpack JoyridePrice: Free to playJetpack Joyride is another popular infinite runner. It's half scroller runner with tons of things to do. You're playing barryna. Barry is a jetpack (apparently). There are many jetpacks to collect, obstacles to dodge, power-ups, and other stuff as well. It's family-friendly and easy to play with. One touch control is easy to
learn too. This is a freemium game like most games in this genre. It's not too much of a deterrent, though. Sonic Dash 1 and 2Price: Free to play Sonic Dash 1 and 2 are two more popular games like Temple Run. They use the classic style of three lanes, various obstacles, boss fights, and more. These are also somewhat unique game mechanics, racing and themes for SEGA hit
games. This includes a lot of the series of online characters. These are freemium games as expected. Luckily, they're not very aggressive with it. Smash HitPrice: Free/$1.99Smash Hit is an outstanding endless runner. You play in first-person view unlike most others. The game is quite simple. You throw balls into the glass to avoid hitting the glass. However, your ammo count is
also your life total so is a constant strategy to avoid being hit while also chatting as much ammo as possible. We also like this one because it's not free to play and has only one in-app purchase releasing stats and savings. The developer also has Pinout, an endless runner pinball theme. Both are pretty good. Spies DisguisePrice: Free playSpies in disguise is the newest endless
runner on the list. This one is family friendly, easy to play, colorful, and it's a bunch of characters in the movie. You can also get the usual selection of power-ups, playable characters and some extras here and there. It's one of many film-themed endless runners, and they're all pretty good for a simple Temple Run style experience. You can also try the despicable Me and Lara Croft:
Relic Run if these types of games fit your fancy. Subway surfersprice: Free to playSubway surfers is one of the most popular infinite runners of all time. It uses the standard style of three lanes, obstacles and collectibles. The game also has multiple levels, power-ups, hover boards and more. It plays like most infinite runners. But it's also rock solid, family-friendly, and includes
rankings for a bit of competition. It's also a freemium game, obviously. Talking Tom Gold RunPrice: Free to playTalking Tom Gold Run is another very popular clone of The Temple Run. This one plays almost the same way. You get a back-the-back camera angle, stuff to collect as you run, and obstacles you have to avoid. The game also offers missions to loot, collect stuff and
unlockable characters. There's not much extra analysis is needed. It's a very simple infinite runner and it looks and acts basically like a Temple Run, but with adorable cat characters. This is a freemium game according to the norm. If we missed any great Temple Run games on Android, tell us about these reviews! You can also click here to check out our newest Android app and
game lists! In despicable me: In the minion rush you are tasked with the work of overstearing many obstacles to get year and impress your super villain boss, Gru. Flicking and swiping the screen as well as tilting it guides your henchman through each course. The goal is to get through each level without getting into obstacles along the way. If you are a fan of Temple Run games,
you will find Minion Rush just as enjoyable, if not more. As you play Minion Rush, you want to make sure that you collect all the signs and bananas you can, because if you run something, you'll have to cough up some of them in order to continue. Every time you run into an obstacle during the level of the amount of bananas or marks you need to advance becomes bigger. If you
don't have any, you can either start the level again or buy more characters and bananas for real world money. Minions compete to impress their boss, super villain Gru, in order to win employee of the month and the ultimate prize, employee of the year. Each of the levels has a unique set of challenges and obstacles that you need to overcome in order to complete them. You will
also be able to see your friend's records through the leaderboards. You can send them hilarious minion messages as well to mock them to compete against you. Minion Rush also offers a lot of fun bonus levels featuring many other characters in the game. Good for any despicable We fan loves communicating with all your favorite characters in the Temple Run style game is easy
to pick up, but challenging while communicating with friends is fun to say the least bad signs and bananas can be quite expensive if you decide to buy them for real money in the bottom line of Despicable Me: Minion Rush brings with it some of our favorite styles of game paired with adorable characters and even unicorns. If you're a Temple Run fan, you love to play the overall
game. Bonus rounds and additional content make it even more fun. While bananas and signs are a bit of an expensive side, you're never forced to buy them and you're welcome to just start leveling over until you get good enough to pass them without getting into obstacles. We can earn a commission on purchases using our links. Additional information. Temple Run is a fun, easy
to play 3D runner game. You aim - run ... That's all, run away. Think about it this way - you're Indiana Jones, you've just stolen an idol from the temple, and now, instead of tracking the natives, you've been chased by a hairy monkey. It's a game at a glance. With simple controls, you try to keep your character running for as long as possible. You start off with a temple wall, but in the
end you can move the stone wall, swamp walk the way and back and forth between all three areas (I don't know if anything else comes along, I haven't made it that far yet). As you run, you have to dodge obstacles - trees with roots, gaps in the wall, fire traps, large trees, etc. dodge, you can either jump over something (wiping up), slide down to something (wiping down) or on the
left or right side of the screen (tilting the iPhone left or right). Simple, right? Finally, you may need to turn a corner and do so by swiping either left or right. It sounds simple, but it's surprisingly difficult. And surprisingly addictive. I've found myself saying, One more time... I know I'm going to get further. The route changes every time, so don't rely on a pattern to memorize, you just
have to take it when it comes. You can pick up coins along the way, and use these coins to buy a variety of power up, which will then later appear in future games – such as magnets attracting more coins, a vulnerability that you don't have to jump over chasms and free life when you die. If you're really impatient, you can also buy coins for in-app purchase. But the heart of this
game is... Works. As enjoyable and addictive as the game is (and believe me, that's the case), I still wanted more. I wished there were two player mode - maybe racing against each other. It would be kind of funning from time to time to see someone else running in the other direction as you do the same! More scenes and locations would be fun as well. I don't know if there is a final
winning point in the game (you do it on a get-away plane or something), but I'd like to think that I'm trying to achieve a goal, not just blindly running. A Good Fun game that quickly gets the challenge from an interesting 3rd person perspective Easy control bad Despite the addictive nature, I wish it was more! The bottom line of All In All Summary Temple Run is a completely
enjoyable, easy to learn and play, addictive game. I think someone would have fun playing it – the key would be stopping instead of telling myself I wouldn't get any further next time!. The game is free, so I strongly recommend you try it. Free - Download now the ability to earn a commission on purchases using our links. Additional information. More.
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